SPIRAL 3
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Gray circles indicate the starting and ending location of text between two lines. There is a space between lines. Use the space for ascenders and descenders.

Gray rectangles indicate starting and ending location of text when spread across three lines.
Gray circles indicate the starting and ending location of text between two lines. There is a space above and below the space; use the space for ascenders and descenders.

Gray diamonds indicate starting and ending location of text when spread across three lines (two spaces). There is a space between the text.

Gray rectangles indicate starting and ending location of text when spread across four lines (three spaces).
This is the same layout as spiral 4, but with thicker lines. Writing between the thick lines will give you more space above and below the text.
SPIRAL 6 medium
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This is the same layout as spiral 1 medium, but with thicker lines. Writing between the thick lines will give you space above and below the text.
5 degree angle slant guildes

Gray circles indicate the starting and ending location of text between two lines. There is a space above and below the space; use the space for ascenders and descenders.

Gray diamonds indicate starting and ending location of text when spread across three lines (two spaces). There is a space between the text.

Gray rectangles indicate starting and ending location of text when spread across four lines (three spaces).